ABSTRACT

News media often leverage documents to find ideas for stories, while being critical of the frames and narratives present. Developing angles from a document such as a press release is a cognitively taxing process, in which journalists critically examine the implicit meaning of its claims. Informed by interviews with journalists, we developed AngleKindling, an interactive tool which employs the common sense reasoning of large language models to help journalists explore angles for reporting on a press release. In a study with 12 professional journalists, we show that participants found AngleKindling significantly more helpful and less mentally demanding to use for brainstorming ideas, compared to a prior journalistic angle ideation tool. AngleKindling helped journalists deeply engage with the press release and recognize angles that were useful for multiple types of stories. From our findings, we discuss how to help journalists customize and identify promising angles, and extending AngleKindling to other knowledge-work domains.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Journalists often write stories by carefully analyzing claims made in an interesting document for newsworthiness. These documents can be freely-shared, like press releases, private information leaks, like the Enron email dataset and Panama Papers, as well as public records accessed by Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests. Writing stories from a document is currently mentally taxing and requires a careful consideration of each claim’s potential controversy and newsworthiness in order to brainstorm potential angles for stories. An angle is a framing of an event or document that “call[s] attention to some aspects of reality while obscuring other elements, which might lead audiences to have different reactions” [21]. Each angle forms a perspective from a few key claims of a document and sets the groundwork for developing a story. Then an angle is substantiated through interviews and information gathering from relevant resources. And by considering multiple angles for a document, journalists can make better decisions on what kind of story to write. But with shortages in newsrooms [58] and the abundance of these documents, journalists do not have the time to comprehensively explore multiple framings for each document.

Current computational tools for journalists predominantly support computational news discovery (CND) - the data-driven identification of potentially newsworthy information [16] [54]. CND tools are often built atop data streams like social media feeds and government websites to direct journalists to anomalous information that could lead to a story, such as a recent high-volume of posts or a recent document detailing a new algorithm the government is using. While these tools help direct journalists’ attention to interesting information, they do not help them explore many
story angles for that piece of information. From a three-month long co-design with four professional journalists, we learned that in the early stages of a story, an essential part of a journalist’s process is to brainstorm multiple angles that can be substantiated into coherent and verifiable stories. For example, a new government policy or initiative might lead to many different controversies and negative outcomes, and currently, journalists rely on their expertise, which may be limited or biased, to consider these effects. In this work, we study how to help journalists explore multiple different angles, given an interesting document.

Large language models (LLMs) have shown great potential in many ideation tasks. Pre-trained on billions of text sources from the Internet, LLMs are a fundamental shift in natural language processing (NLP) [7]. They contain vast world-knowledge and are often able to generate fluent natural language text. With few to no examples, LLMs can reliably execute a number of complicated tasks, including summarization, information extraction, and ideation with remarkably fluent and accurate completions [19]. Within human-computer interaction, LLMs have been used for a variety of tasks, including helping science writers brainstorm ways to communicate their findings [24] and enabling creative writers to explore many ways of writing a story by generating character arcs [14]. In this work, we study how LLMs can help professional journalists brainstorm story ideas from a document.

While journalists write stories from many different documents, we focus on press releases. The journalists in the co-design emphasized that press releases, especially those released by government administrations, are a timely and important source of information for writing stories, which is in line with findings from prior work [42]. During a few of the co-design sessions, we observed the journalists as they brainstormed angles for press releases, and we formed four design goals for AngleKindling, our interactive web tool that supports angle exploration for a given press release. To help journalists cut through the fluff of the press release, AngleKindling summarizes it into a set of main points. To support angle ideation, AngleKindling employs an LLM to suggest potential controversies and negative outcomes. We provide these pessimistic angles since press releases are positively biased; during the co-design, the journalists mentioned that they are more interested in uncovering what the writers of the press release do not want revealed, namely potential negative impacts. Then, to help journalists verify these angles, AngleKindling links them to the source text, pointing to parts of the press release relevant to each angle. And finally, to provide context for each angle, AngleKindling provides a related news article as historical background.

To evaluate AngleKindling, we conducted a within-subjects user study with 12 professional journalists, comparing AngleKindling to the ideation features of INJECT [39], a recent creativity support tool for journalists that also supports angle brainstorming. INJECT utilizes more traditional natural language processing techniques to supply related articles and extracted entities relevant to the source text; these articles are grouped by their broader, overarching angles. Our findings show that participants found AngleKindling significantly more helpful for brainstorming ideas, while also requiring significantly less mental demand than INJECT.

To summarize, this work contributes the following:

- Four design goals for helping journalists explore angles for press releases, based on findings from our three-month long co-design with four professional journalists.
- AngleKindling, our interactive tool for exploring angles given a press release, which uses an LLM to generate numerous angles like controversies, facilitates trust by linking these angles to the source text, and provides historical background for each angle via a related news article.
- Findings from our evaluation, demonstrating that AngleKindling was perceived to be significantly more helpful for brainstorming story ideas, while requiring significantly less mental demand than the baseline. This was primarily due to AngleKindling (1) helping journalists recognize angles they had not considered, (2) providing angles that were useful for multiple types of stories, (3) helping journalists quickly and deeply engage with the press release, and (4) providing contextualized historical context.
- A discussion that highlights rich areas of future work, including enabling angle customization and prioritizing angles that are more promising than others. We also discuss how the techniques used in this paper can be applied to other domains like case law and academia, where LLMs can be used to explore how the decision made in one case might affect the outcomes of similar disputes and the ethical implications of academic papers, respectively.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Computational Journalism

The role of computation in journalism has predominantly been studied in two overarching categories: (1) understanding how technology shapes how consumers and audiences interact with and consume news media and (2) designing tools to improve journalists’ capabilities and understanding how these tools affect their workflows [15]. Within the first category, past work has examined how news is shared [52], specifically the role search engines play in biasing the content we consume [55], as well as how users interact with and consume news [6] [22] [41]. Within the second category, numerous tools have been built that support a diverse set of journalistic tasks, including categorizing and understanding large document collections [9], identifying claims to be fact-checked [25] [1], and examining events and content on social media [61] [40] [19] [18] [37] [37]. This paper contributes to this growing body of research on supporting journalists’ abilities with technology.

CND tools help orient journalists’ attention to newsworthy information with algorithms [16] [54]. In more open-ended tasks, like exploring a large set of documents, CND tools often incorporate visualizations so that journalists interactively identify newsworthy information. For instance, Overview visualizes a hierarchy of document clusters in a tree-structure, to help journalists get a birds-eye view of the information within a corpus and identify branches that interested them [9]. Similarly, Jigsaw helped users explore document sets at the entity level, by visualizing their relationships across documents in a network [53]. As well as guiding users to newsworthy information via visualizations, other CND tools monitor data-streams for anomalies to find and draw attention to newsworthy data. For example, CityBeat monitors geotagged...
social media data to direct journalists to budding local events via abnormal spikes in posts [61]. Another system in this vein, SRRS ( Seriously Rapid Source Review), directs journalists’ attention to user-accounts on Twitter that might be useful sources for breaking news events [17]. Instead of social media data, Algorithm Tips monitors government websites for documents describing new algorithmic decision making systems [20]. To present promising leads to journalists, the system employs a crowd to rate each document on a few newsworthily categories. While these CND systems effectively direct journalists’ attention to interesting documents, their support often ends there. Multiple angles can be spun from an interesting document, and in contrast to these CND systems, AngleKindling supports this process of brainstorming angles after an interesting document has been found.

The most comparable system to AngleKindling is INJECT, which also supports the creative process of brainstorming journalistic angles [39]. To help users discover angles for a particular topic, INJECT employs traditional natural language processing (NLP) techniques to provide suggestions of relevant people and articles with different types of angles: causal, quantifiable, and ramifications. The system also uses template-based “creative sparks”, which are general suggestions that encourage journalists to consider how a related article’s angle might be applied or related to the journalist’s story. AngleKindling has similar design goals and also provides related articles and suggestions, but structures them differently. AngleKindling employs an LLM to generate potential controversies, negative outcomes, and areas to investigate from a press release; these are more specific suggestions directly tied to the text, compared to INJECT’s sparks. Then to provide further context for these angles, AngleKindling connects each one to a related news article. Therefore, the two systems provide different types of creativity support: AngleKindling is generative and specific, synthesizing angles tailored to the press release, while INJECT is associative and general, providing references to previous, related angles and sparks that are more general. In this work, we conduct a user study comparing AngleKindling to INJECT’s ideation features to understand (1) which kind of creativity support journalists prefer and (2) how LLM-based suggestions compare to providing articles with different angles in terms of helpfulness and cognitive load (3) and how to better design angle brainstorming systems.

2.2 Creativity Support with Large Language Models

Generative models are being successfully applied to support a number of creative tasks, including music composition [38], designing visual art [36] [35], and writing [24] [14] [47]. Large language models, in particular, are transforming a number of creative tasks. Trained on billions of documents, LLMs contain a vast amount of general world knowledge and can perform numerous NLP tasks without pre-training [10] [33]. LLMs have been used as open-ended collaborative writing tools. With Wordcraft, users can view multiple completions from an LLM as well as explore portions of text written in different styles [64]. LLMs have also been shown to be effective in more constrained contexts, including generating suggestions for science communication. Science writers found Sparks LLM-suggestions both interesting and useful as a means to understand a reader’s perspective [24]. Buncho, also uses an LLM to generate titles and synopses from keywords [43]. Finally, LLMs are also currently being used to enable end-users to develop their own AI-infused applications in the form of LLM-chains, where the output of one LLM-step is fed into another [60] [59] [27]. In all of these applications, LLMs have been shown to be effective tools for increasing creativity and useful even when they provide unintended or incorrect outputs. In this work, we apply an LLM to generate angles for journalists, a context in which trust and verification is essential. To help journalists verify angles, we connect them back to the source text. In this work, we investigate if an LLM’s common sense reasoning can help journalists think of angles they would not have otherwise.

2.3 Brainstorming and Ideation Tools

AngleKindling is very related to past work in brainstorming and ideation. To help inspire ideas, brainstorming tools often provide related information during the brainstorming session. For example, Inspiration Wall made real-time brainstorming discussions more productive by providing related concepts from a knowledge graph [2]. As well as related concepts, images are another great source of inspiration. Tools like Idea Wall [49] and Idea Expander [56] show that related images help increase the diversity of ideas generated in a brainstorm. In general, brainstorming tools have employed a number of different data-sources to provide related information, including knowledge graphs [2] [23] [5], word-associations [44] [29], images [49] [56], and crowds [3] [11] [63]. A key consideration for these systems is how “far” these related ideas should be. While providing slightly distant inspiration from the current set of ideas can positively impact the brainstorming session [5] [30], going too far, can often disrupt it [12]. In this work, we further examine how close inspiration should be to its source material, in the context of supporting angle ideation for journalists. We compare AngleKindling, which employs an LLM to generate angles directly stemming from a press release, to another creativity support tool for journalists which provides more associative and general creativity support, in the form of related articles.

In addition to providing related information, brainstorming tools will often organize these suggestions to help users (1) better understand the space of ideas and (2) think of more ideas. Often tools will cluster ideas based on their semantic similarity to present an overview of the idea space [51] [50] [13]. IdeaHound leverages individual crowd-workers’ organization of ideas to generate an idea-map that helped users understand the diversity of ideas [51]. RecipeScape also constructs an overview of methods for cooking a dish, by automatically clustering recipes based on the order of their steps [13]. As well as clusters, other tools like BlueSky develop an ontology of ideas, to help highlight areas in the space that could use further brainstorming [26]. And finally, IdeateRelate provides multiple lists of related examples separated into higher-level categories, helping users more easily find the ideas closest to their own [62]. Beyond organizing ideas in relation to each other, a critical aspect of AngleKindling’s organization is that it connects each angle to a relevant New York Times article, to provide historical background for the angle and give further context.
3 CO-DESIGN WITH PROFESSIONAL JOURNALISTS

We conducted a three-month co-design with four professional journalists (3 male and 1 female, average age = 38.25), with experience ranging from 2 to 28 years. The co-design’s purpose was to develop a tool that would help journalists be more productive in writing stories. We met with the journalists for an hour each week, to discuss problems we could address and datasets to experiment with. From the earlier sessions of the co-design, we learned that exploring multiple angles was a crucial part of writing a good story, which is in line with past work [45]. An angle is a framing or perspective of a document that can be substantiated with extra context and information to create a more specific story idea. For example, given a newly proposed bill, one angle could be that a particular group of people might be unfairly affected. One story idea from this angle could be to analyze how related past laws have affected this group of people and how this proposed bill will add to or complicate these effects. Choosing an angle guides the remaining story writing process, including who to interview and what information to gather, and therefore it is critical that journalists explore multiple angles to choose a path that seems most promising.

After experimenting with a few datasets, we chose press releases as our source to support angle-exploration. We first experimented with social media posts made by prominent politicians, and used GPT-3, OpenAI’s LLM, to ideate connections between a post and a number of angles, including health, technology, and economics. We applied GPT-3 to a post by Paul Gosar, an Arizona Representative who praised Florida’s “Don’t say gay bill”, which forbids elementary school teachers from discussing sexual orientation with their students. We prompted GPT-3 to “List the potential implications of the actions described in the post on the American economy” and GPT-3 aptly connected Gosar’s post to past events where companies had moved offices and jobs from states where anti-LGBTQ laws had been passed and concluded the same could happen in Florida. While this initial experimentation showed promise that GPT-3 could help journalists read between the lines of text to reveal its implications, we determined that social media posts contained too little text to extrapolate on for angles. Instead, the journalists pointed to press releases as a more applicable data source for angle exploration. Press releases contain more text and are often rife with positively biased claims for which LLMs can be used to identify implications. At the same time, writing stories from press releases is a very common task [8] [48] that is not well-supported by technology. Newsrooms are inundated with press releases, where individuals or teams are focused on churning out stories from them. Because of their prevalence in journalism and their claim-filled content, we focus on bettering angle exploration for press releases.

3.1 Formative Study: Brainstorming Angles from Press Releases

To understand how to best support angle exploration for press releases, we observed the journalists brainstorm angles for two press releases and interviewed them on their process. They were asked to imagine that their editor had handed them the press release to come up with a few potential story ideas. For each press release, they were given 15 minutes to come up with multiple, different story ideas, reflecting the time constraints of a newsroom. As they brainstormed, they were asked to record these angles in a separate document. We chose press releases distributed by New York City’s mayor, Eric Adams, since the journalists lived in or nearby the city and would have the requisite background knowledge to identify the locations and individuals mentioned in the document. One press release (PR1) was about a new safety plan for the city’s subway system and the other (PR2) was about plans for a new offshore wind hub to supply electricity for the city.

3.1.1 Findings: Design Goals. Each journalist started by carefully reading the press release. They noted how press releases are typically biased and filled with fluff, or less informative phrases that praise the government’s actions. The journalists skim through this fluff to (1) quickly understand what the press release is addressing and (2) collect important information. This important information often included specific details pertaining to the plans described in the release. For the wind hub release, the journalists collected information on which companies were contracted to help with construction, the length of these contracts, the number of projected jobs, and other concrete information. These pieces of information were the foundation for the angles they brainstormed, but required a tiresome and potentially error-prone process of scanning the document for them. Therefore, our first design goal was to summarize the press release into a set of main points, to help journalists quickly cut through the fluff and identify important details.

From the claims they collected from the press release, the journalists ideated story angles, like potential controversies and negative outcomes. For the subway safety plan press release, P1 collected information on the number of police deployed at each station and their new role to remove homeless people from the subway at the end of each line. From this information, he wrote down two controversies: (1) “the increase in police presence may not reduce violence in the subway” and (2) “there might only be an increase in police brutality toward the homeless population”. In addition to these potential controversies, he also wrote down questions for follow-up investigation, including “Have there been past subway plans and were they effective? Does increasing police presence normally reduce violence?” Similarly, for the wind hub press release, both P2 and P4 recognized that the city had employed a petroleum company to build the wind hub. P2 questioned how the petroleum company landed the contract as well as “how long they had been lobbying the city for this contract”. P4 questioned if a petroleum company should be leading the city’s green energy movement. Thinking of these controversies and questions was mentally demanding and therefore, our second design goal was to provide angles that focus on elements of conflict and controversy. Finally, the journalists brainstormed these angles directly from claims made in the press release, and thus to facilitate trust in the angles we provide, our third design goal was to ground them in the source material.

All four journalists emphasized the importance of getting historical background to either (1) think of new angles or (2) to get supporting information for the angles they brainstormed. While working on the subway safety plan release, P3 had questions including, “What have other cities done for subway safety plans?” and “How has New York’s subway policy changed over the years?”
P3 stated that these are questions he would then answer by consulting past news articles written about New York’s and other city’s subway policies. He explained that by acquiring this historical background, new angles might appear, like “New York is trying the same, ineffective methods to mitigate subway violence” or “New York’s new subway plan is radically different from that of other cities.” As well as inspiring new angles, historical background can also provide supporting information for angles already brainstormed. For the wind hub press release, P2 became interested in the petroleum company’s role in constructing the wind farm; he hypothesized that there could be tension from the local community and split opinions on the new hub. While he did not have time during the 15-minute time limit, he explained his next step would be to read past articles on this deal to see if they covered the local community’s opinion before and find information to validate or refute his hypothesis. Therefore, our last design goal was to provide relevant historical background to contextualize and spark new angles.

Design goals. In summary, we formed four design goals for AngleKindling from the co-design:

D1: Cut through the fluff by summarizing the article into a set of main points.

D2: Provide angles focused on conflict and controversy to help journalists call in to question the positive bias of the press release and inspire story ideas.

D3: Facilitate trust by connecting the provided angles directly to the source text (the press release).

D4: Provide relevant historical background to provide further context, show what’s been written, and inspire new angles.

4 ANGlekDING

To address these design goals, we created AngleKindling: an interactive web tool that supports journalists in brainstorming angles, given a press release (Figure 1). AngleKindling displays the input press release on the right and the angle suggestions in the green sidebar on the left. The press release in this example is another by Eric Adams, announcing new zoning changes to improve New York’s affordable housing and energy efficiency. To address D1, cut through the fluff, AngleKindling provides a list of the press release’s main points (a1), to help journalists skim the content quickly. To address D2, provide angles, AngleKindling provides a list of potential controversies (a2) and negative outcomes (a3) to offer an alternative perspective to the claims made in the press release, as well as areas of investigation (a3) to offer questions the journalist might consider for inspiration. To address D3, facilitate trust, AngleKindling connects each angle and main point to five relevant portions of the press release. In this case, the user selected the second controversy (b1): “The housing plan might not do enough to help those who are struggling to afford their rent or homeownership”. AngleKindling then highlighted a relevant portion of the press release (b2), which in this case, is a quote that directly opposes the controversy, claiming that the new zoning laws will improve the housing opportunities in less fortunate neighborhoods. Users can continue to skim through connected content with the related content button (b3); the portion in-focus is highlighted yellow, while the rest are green. Finally, to fulfill D4, provide relevant historical background, a relevant article from The New York Times is retrieved for each angle (b4). In this case, the article is from 2013, discussing how a past zoning measure had not improved conditions for low income New Yorkers, providing evidence for the controversy in (b1) and contradicting the official’s quote in (b2). From here, the journalist can click on the blue arrow in (b4) to read the article in full, and see if Eric Adam’s new zoning plan proposes significant changes to past plans, or continue exploring other angles. Together, these features help journalists take an interesting source of information, like a press release, and explore multiple different story angles.

5 IMPLEMENTATION

AngleKindling is implemented in the Flask web-framework. To summarize the press release and generate the angles, AngleKindling employs GPT-3, OpenAI’s large language model, via their API 1. A central feature of AngleKindling is also connecting each angle to relevant sentences in the press release and a New York Times article. To connect content we embed the angles and press release content using Sentence-BERT [46], with the all-mpnet-base-v2 pre-trained model in particular, via their API 2. Finally, we use the New York Times API to link a relevant article to each angle 3. In the following section, we describe how we use these tools to implement AngleKindling’s core features.

5.1 Providing Angles and Main Points

Given the promise they showed in the co-design, we continued to use an LLM, specifically GPT-3, to fulfill D1 and D2 and generate angles for press releases. The press releases we collected were too long to fit in the input length of GPT-3. To generate angles across the entire document, we split the press release into a set of sections (Figure 2A) and generated angles for each section (Figure 2B). To split the document into sections, we separate the document into paragraphs, based on newlines and indents, and fit as many full paragraphs as we can, along with the prompt, in the input length of GPT-3. Initially, we used zero-shot prompts to ideate controversies for each of these sections. For each section, GPT-3 was prompted to “Create a list of controversies that could potentially arise from the following article section”, without any training examples. The completions for the zero-shot prompt would sometimes produce a compelling result, but would mostly output generic, unhelpful controversies like “The plan will fail.” At the same time, the completions were often phrased as facts, and instead, we wanted to hedge each controversy to present them in a less biased tone. Therefore, we switched to a few-shot prompt, for which the examples consisted of a press release section, paired with a list of controversies that the journalists thought of from the formative study (Figure 2B). The resulting angles, like “The plan could lead to more traffic and congestion in New York City” were often more specific and hedged to emphasize that they were possible controversies instead of facts. Finally, these resulting angles are selected from a single LLM-prompt run.

Extracting the main points of the press release is done similarly to the angles, but involved an extra challenge in removing the press

1https://openai.com/api/
2https://www.sbert.net/
3https://developer.nytimes.com/
Figure 1: AngleKindling’s interface displays the press release on the right and the article’s main points \((a_1)\) along with angle suggestions in the green sidebar on the left. The angle suggestions include potential controversies \((a_2)\), areas of investigation \((a_3)\), and negative outcomes \((a_4)\) that could arise. To help users trust these angles, they can select them \((b_1)\) to view related content from the press release \((b_2)\), and they can skim through up to five pieces of text with the related content button \((b_3)\). Finally, each angle is connected to a New York Times article from the past decade (starting in 2012) to provide historical background \((b_4)\). The title, lead paragraph, and publication date are provided for the article, as well as a link to the article itself, via the blue arrow.

5.2 Connecting Angles to the Source Text and Historical Background

While these main points and angles might be accurate and inspire ideas, they are difficult for journalists to trust without explicitly tying them back to the source material. To help facilitate this trust, we identify each angle’s top five most related sentences in the press release. To do so, we compare the similarity between each angle to each sentence in the press release. For each angle we compute a vector, using Sentence-BERT. Next, we split the press release into sentences using spaCy’s built-in sentence segmentation; each sentence is then embedded, also with Sentence-BERT. Finally, we compute the cosine-similarity between each angle to each sentence, and the top five sentences are selected to be highlighted by the related content button (Figure 1b). By explicitly connecting each angle and main point to the source text, we help journalists quickly verify their relevance.

As well as connecting each angle to the source text, another crucial feature of AngleKindling is bringing historical background

---

5https://spacy.io/
Figure 2: To generate the angles and main points, AngleKindling first splits the press release into a set of sections, to fit the input length of the LLM (A). Each section is then inputted to a set of four LLM prompts, to (1) extract the main points of the section (2) ideate potential controversies, (3) identify areas to investigate, and (4) ideate potential negative outcomes (B). Each LLM prompt is few-shot and contains three examples of converting a section into a set of main points or angles. The examples are taken from the angles thought of by the journalists in the formative study. Finally, the angles ideated from each section are then merged together into a single list.

6 EVALUATION

To understand how AngleKindling may help journalists brainstorm story ideas, we conducted a within-subjects study, comparing AngleKindling to the ideation features of INJECT, a comparable creativity support tool for journalists. To understand what participants liked and disliked about these systems we (1) include a questionnaire to get quantitative measures for each tool’s features and helpfulness as well as (2) conduct a semi-structured interview to get qualitative insights on participants’ preferences.

6.1 INJECT

INJECT is a creativity support tool created to help journalists write stories faster by helping them discover creative angles. INJECT’s use case is a bit different from that of AngleKindling. Implemented as a Google Docs Add-on sidebar, INJECT provides creativity support for the story the journalist is currently writing. Journalists highlight text in their story, from which INJECT extracts keywords to retrieve associated news articles. To help journalists apply these articles, INJECT includes creative “sparks”, which give general advice on how to use these articles, like “Take this story. What does the backstory inspire?”. While INJECT provides general creativity support for what the journalist is currently writing, AngleKindling provides specific creativity support for a given source, by directly generating angles from its content. While the use-cases of the two systems are different, their aim is to support angle-ideation by helping journalists expand content, like what they have written already, or an interesting document source, to help them see this content from a new perspective.

In its evaluation, INJECT’s ideation-features were shown to be quite helpful for journalists. Deployed in multiple news outlets, INJECT was incorporated in the workflows of professional journalists and used to develop multiple, published stories. As well as becoming a staple in journalists’ workflows, INJECT also improved their writing efficiency, helping journalists think of new angles for their stories faster, “often in less than 3 minutes for each story” [39]. Thus, INJECT’s general ideation-features were shown to be quite powerful, and so we wanted to compare AngleKindling’s specific creativity support to INJECT’s as a baseline.

We selected INJECT’s most relevant features and compare these to AngleKindling, as opposed to INJECT itself. The original INJECT includes six sources of creativity support, of which we include four (all based on prior news articles): (1) Quantifiable: articles that contain quantified information, such as actual numbers, and
Figure 3: INJECT’s interface incorporates four types of information sources: relevant people (a1), articles with causal angles (a2), articles with quantifiable angles (a3), and articles with ramification angles (a4). Each article (b1) is clickable to reveal its first paragraph (b2), as well as a list of its extracted entities (people, places, organizations, and events) that are linked to their corresponding Wikipedia pages. Each entity can also be hovered over to reveal a inspirational “spark” (b3). These sparks also appear when a user hovers over an article title (a5).

6.2 Procedure
The general outline of the study was the following: (1) participants were first interviewed on their journalism background and experience, (2) they then used AngleKindling and INJECT to brainstorm story angles for two press releases by New York City’s mayor, (3) after brainstorming with each tool, they filled out a questionnaire...
we found that this time-limit was reasonable and reflective of the
Table 1: Post-task questionnaire filled out by participants after using either AngleKindling or INJECT. For both systems, participants were asked to rate its Helpfulness, Pursuable Angles and requisite Mental Demand. Each system also had its own specific statements for rating each of its features, to gauge what was most helpful of each tool.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metrics (Both Conditions)</th>
<th>Statement (7-point Likert scale)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Helpfulness</td>
<td>The system as a whole was helpful for coming up with story ideas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pursuable Angles</td>
<td>I would pursue some of the angles from this system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental Demand</td>
<td>Coming up with story ideas was mentally taxing with this system.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AngleKindling Metrics</th>
<th>Statement (7-point Likert scale)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Main Points</td>
<td>The main points were helpful for skimming the press release.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Related Content</td>
<td>The “related content” button helped me find relevant information in the press release.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controversies</td>
<td>The controversies were helpful for coming up with story ideas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Areas to Investigate</td>
<td>The areas to investigate were helpful for coming up with story ideas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative Outcomes</td>
<td>The negative outcomes were helpful for coming up with story ideas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historical Background</td>
<td>The articles were helpful for coming up with story ideas.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INJECT Metrics</th>
<th>Statement (7-point Likert scale)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>People</td>
<td>The relevant people provided were helpful for coming up with story ideas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Causal</td>
<td>The articles with causal angles were helpful for coming up with story ideas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantifiable</td>
<td>The articles with quantifiable angles were helpful for coming up with story ideas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramifications</td>
<td>The articles with ramifications angles were helpful for coming up with story ideas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sparks</td>
<td>The hover-over creative sparks were helpful for coming up with story ideas.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the experiment phase of the study, participants were randomly assigned to a condition that determined which tool and press release they would brainstorm story ideas with first. Tool and press release order were counter-balanced to prevent a learning effect. Participants were asked to imagine that their editor had assigned them the press release and asked them to come up with many different story ideas for the press release. Before using each tool, they were shown a video demonstrating its features, using the offshore wind press release as an example. Also, since both tools used New York Times articles, participants were given login information for the publication if they did not have a subscription. After they felt they understood each tool’s features, they were then given 15 minutes to brainstorm story ideas for the press release. From the co-design, we found that this time-limit was reasonable and reflective of the time constraints that many journalists face in practice at daily news publications. Participants recorded their story ideas in a document and were encouraged to explain their process and reasoning as they came up with ideas. We described “story ideas” to participants loosely as questions or lines of thought they were genuinely interested in pursuing. After coming up with story ideas with each tool, participants were asked to fill out a questionnaire (Table 1) to understand how each tool and its features helped them brainstorm ideas. And once they brainstormed ideas for both press releases, they were asked a series of questions that probed their preference of each system, how each tool did and did not help them, and how they can be improved.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>AngleKindling</th>
<th>INJECT</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Helpfulness</td>
<td>6.17 (0.99)</td>
<td>3.92 (1.38)</td>
<td>&lt;.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pursuable Angles</td>
<td>6.33 (0.73)</td>
<td>4.5 (2.25)</td>
<td>.058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental Demand</td>
<td>1.83 (0.9)</td>
<td>3.42 (1.89)</td>
<td>&lt;.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Comparison of AngleKindling and INJECT across the three categories from the questionnaire. We conducted three paired-sample Wilcoxon tests with Bonferroni correction, and found that AngleKindling was perceived to be (1) significantly more helpful and (2) significantly less mentally demanding to use for brainstorming story ideas. Average scores are shown with standard deviation in parenthesis. Significant p-values are bolded.

6.3 Participants
We recruited 12 professional journalists (average age = 37, 3 male and 9 female, experience in the field ranging from 5 to 29 years) via e-mail and social media calls for participation. None of the journalists in our co-design took part in this study. Eligible participants included journalists that work in any medium, including digital publications, newspapers, magazines, radio or TV. Since the press releases were in English and from New York City, we required participants to be English speakers and based in the United States. Also, part of the selection criteria was that participants must have written stories from press releases in the past. The interviews were conducted remotely, and participants had to have a computer with Google Chrome. Participants were compensated $30 for up to 60 minutes of their time.
7 RESULTS

From the exit-interviews, all 12 participants preferred AngleKindling to INJECT for brainstorming story ideas. Since the study was within-subjects and the questionnaire involved ordinal data, we conducted three paired sample Wilcoxon tests with Bonferroni correction to compare the two systems’ helpfulness, how pursuable their angles were, and their requisite mental demand. We found that AngleKindling was perceived to be significantly more helpful for coming up with story ideas (W = 55, Z = 2.96, p < .05), scoring on average 6.17 (std = 0.99) on the questionnaire, while INJECT scored 3.92 (1.38) (Table 2). Furthermore, while also more helpful for brainstorming ideas, AngleKindling also required significantly less mental demand (W = 0, Z = -2.74, p < .05), scoring on average 1.83 (0.9) compared to INJECT’s 3.42 (1.89). Finally, while not significant, participants on average also rated AngleKindling’s angles as more pursuable (avg = 6.33, std = 0.75) than those by INJECT (avg = 4.5, std = 2.25).

In the following subsections we provide greater context to these results and illustrate that AngleKindling was more helpful because it (1) reduced the cognitive load of brainstorming angles with specific angles that easily inspired next steps, (2) provided angles that were useful for multiple, different types of stories, (3) helped journalists quickly and deeply engage with the press release, and (4) incorporated contextualized historical background.

7.1 AngleKindling reduced the cognitive load of brainstorming angles by providing specific angles that easily inspired next steps.

The angles produced by GPT-3 in AngleKindling were specific and easy to imagine potential stories and follow-up research with, reducing the cognitive load of brainstorming. For example, while working on the gun violence release, P2 found the following controversy promising: “There could be resistance from community members who don’t want more police presence in their neighborhoods”. This potential controversy, spurred P2 to consider (1) what specific actions the task force will take and which communities they will impact (2) how those communities have been historically impacted by police and gun violence, and (3) interviewing these communities on this task force. For the zoning press release, P9 was surprised by the controversy that “The plan could lead to more traffic and congestion in New York City.” She had not considered this effect and became interested in interviewing city-planning experts about the new train lines proposed by the plan. Overall, AngleKindling’s angles were specific and helped journalists easily consider what information to gather, which questions to ask, and who to interview.

However, some of AngleKindling’s angles were too generic to imagine specific next steps. For example, for the controversy: “The plan does not do enough to address the housing crisis,” P11 explained that this angle could be “made by anyone about anything”. The angle is too broad to inspire a specific line of reasoning or next steps. These generic angles did not overly inhibit participants however; they were quickly able to scan each set of angles for anything specific and interesting. Overall, the participants appreciated being able to recognize interesting angles instead of coming up with them on their own. P8 described AngleKindling as “proactive”, helping her to immediately “see how I could write several stories from this one press release”.

Meanwhile, with INJECT, participants had to work harder to get to specific angles and think of next steps. Their process involved assessing angles other journalists had used in the news articles and determining if they could be applied to the press release. As P5 describes, “This one [INJECT] is more: think about what other people did on a similar story and apply it here.” For example, for the article “New Jersey Town says ‘No Thanks’ to Development”, P5 explained she might read this story to find out the reasons why the residents of this town wanted less development and see if they’re applicable to New York residents where the zoning changes were being made. Then after this work, she might have a better idea of what to ask New York residents in an interview. Thinking of angles this way was more mentally demanding and likely led to the significant difference in rating (Table 2). To get to the same point as AngleKindling’s angles, participants had to skim through articles, collect information, and mentally reason if it was applicable to the press release. The hover-over sparks did little to make this process easier, as shown by their low average rating of 3.08 (Table 3). Participants found sparks like “Make your angle more similar to the causal angle in this story” too high-level to be helpful. Overall, coming up with story ideas with INJECT involved a few more mentally taxing steps, while AngleKindling preemptively processed

### Table 3: The questionnaire results for each condition’s features. AngleKindling’s highest rated features were the Main Points and potential Controversies. The Main Points along with the Related Content helped users deeply engage with and understand the press release quickly, while the Controversies provided many, different ideas for stories. INJECT’s highest rated feature were the Quantifiable articles which many journalists appreciated as a source of data and ideas for incorporating analysis in their stories. Average scores are shown with standard deviation in parenthesis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AngleKindling Feature Ratings</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Main Points</td>
<td>6.17 (1.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controversies</td>
<td>5.92 (1.26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative Outcomes</td>
<td>5.75 (1.42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Related Content</td>
<td>5.67 (1.18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Areas to Investigate</td>
<td>5.33 (1.75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historical Background</td>
<td>4.67 (1.31)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INJECT Feature Ratings</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quantifiable</td>
<td>4.83 (1.62)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Causal</td>
<td>3.83 (1.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramifications</td>
<td>3.75 (1.83)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sparks</td>
<td>3.08 (2.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People</td>
<td>2.5 (1.61)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the press release to provide actionable and specific angles that easily inspired next steps.

7.2 AngleKindling’s different angles were useful for multiple types of stories.

Participants found that AngleKindling’s angles to be useful for multiple different stories, including (1) day-of stories, (2) next-day or week-long investigations, and finally (3) months-long retrospective stories. Multiple participants, including P4, P7, P9, and P12 found the areas to investigate particularly useful for day-of stories: briefier pieces that aim to summarize the key takeaways of the press release. The areas to investigate often included questions that P4 described as “aiming to clarify” the press release and useful for gathering information, such as the following: “What types of services and programs will be offered through this task force?”. However, these kinds of stories were less exciting to many of the journalists who instead, preferred investigations that probe what the administration “does not want revealed”, as P4 stated. This reasoning likely led to areas to investigate have the lowest average usefulness of the GPT-3 completions incorporated in AngleKindling (Table 3). Meanwhile, more investigative story ideas stemmed from the potential sources of controversy and negative outcomes. For example, P12 pointed to the controversy that “AT Mitchell may not be qualified to lead the task force” as a potential next-day or week long story. She explained that, over the course of a few days, she would research the communities that would be most affected by the new gun violence prevention measures Mayor Adams enacted and then interview organizations or prominent members of those communities to get their take on AT Mitchell. Finally, P8 pointed to a negative outcome that could potentially become a months-long retrospective story: “The task force could be used to unfairly target communities of color”. She explained that after a few months after the press release was distributed, she might gather some data on who was arrested and where police were being stationed to gauge if this negative outcome had come into fruition. Overall, AngleKindling’s different angles lent themselves to multiple types of stories, from shorter, summarization pieces to longer, deeper investigations.

7.3 AngleKindling helped journalists deeply engage with the press release quickly.

Many participants noted that the press releases from Mayor Adams’ administration were complex and filled with unnecessary details that diverted their attention from important information. The main points (D1) and the highlighted related content (D3), which participants rated on average 6.17 and 5.67 respectively (Table 3), helped them quickly skim and understand the press release, despite this distracting fluff. Participants predominantly used the main points not to replace the press release but to supplement their reading of it. One common strategy they employed was to use the main points as a reading guide: they first scanned the main points to get a (1) high level view of the claims and (2) a quick idea of the information they found interesting, then read the press release in its entirety. As well as guiding their reading, participants also used the main points as a quick reminder of the press release’s content as they thought of story ideas. After reading the press release, and throughout his brainstorming process, P10 would reread the main points to regain a “holistic view” of the press release as he assessed potential sources of controversy and negative outcomes. By doing so, he could better contextualize and make sense of each potential angle. However, the main points were not perfect. P12, P5, and P8 mentioned that the main points missed information that they were very interested in from the press release, particularly the specific implementation details and statistics included in the document. These concrete details are very useful for critically examining the feasibility of the plans mentioned in press releases. Thus, the main points helped participants quickly understand the press release, but at the same time, can be improved to prioritize the statistics mentioned in the document.

Highlighting related content was critical to helping journalists trust both the main points and generated angles. As P2 explains, “The highlighted text is useful. It takes me there right to it… I would not trust these main points without the highlighted text.” The related-content button and highlighted text helped the participants quickly verify the veracity of each main point, and without this feature, they would be concerned that the main points might be erroneous or misleading. The related content button also helped journalists acquire evidence to better understand a potential controversy’s source. While working on the gun violence press release, P12 came upon a controversy that was completely unexpected: “There might be infighting among the various agencies involved”. She did not immediately understand why this controversy might be related, so she used the related content button to scrub the press release and was taken to a claim in the text that explained the new gun violence task force would work with multiple agencies, including the departments of health, social services, and housing. Being able to verify these controversies enabled journalists to find interesting information they had not previously considered in the press release.

7.4 AngleKindling provided contextualized historical background, which helped with brainstorming story ideas.

Connecting a prior news article to an angle helped journalists better understand how the article was related and how it could be applied to inspire new story ideas. For example, for the zoning press release, P4 selected a potential negative outcome that stated, “The increased housing opportunities might not be affordable for low and middle-income New Yorkers.” The connected news article was entitled “Some ‘Affordable’ Units Too Costly, Report Says” and detailed how new affordable homes being built in the Bronx required household incomes above the median in New York City. The combination of this angle and news article inspired the potential idea of comparing the new plan with this past attempt to create affordable housing, to answer questions like: Does Eric Adam’s plan avoid the pitfalls of past plans? Are these more empty promises? However, sometimes articles did not provide useful background because they were tenuously connected to the angle. For example, in the gun violence task force press release, the negative outcome: “The recommendations of the task force might not be implemented properly” was connected to an article about who is on U.S. Coronavirus Task Force. P2 stated this could be potentially interesting toward a broad story on the general effectiveness of task forces, but ultimately found this article less useful because it was describing a federal task force instead of
a city task force, created for a very different problem. Overall, when the news articles were closely related to the angle, participants were able to get relevant background information that sparked new ideas.

Meanwhile, in the INJECT condition, the separation of news articles into causal, quantifiable, and ramification angles was not very conducive to coming up with story ideas. Participants had trouble discerning why a certain article belonged to one of the categories, especially the causal and ramification groups. P4 stated, “I did not really get the causal or ramification angles. This information didn’t come through the article headlines”. He was unsure of how the article “A Pediatrician’s View on Gun Violence and Children” belonged to the causal category; it was not immediately clear what background or causes this article would reference. However, most participants appreciated the quantifiable category, aligning with the findings from INJECT’s own evaluation [39]. Among INJECT’s features, the quantifiable articles were the highest rated, receiving an average score of 4.83, compared to 3.83 for the causal articles and 3.75 for ramifications articles (Table 3). The articles within the quantifiable category, were more explainable, often containing a statistic in their headline or lead paragraph, like: “It has been nearly a quarter century since New York City experienced as much gun violence in the month of June as it has seen this year.” The quantifiable articles also provided inspiration on potential datasets to use or analyses to conduct for the press release. P11 stated, “I really like the quantifiable angles, they include numbers and even trends that help give me context for my story.” Finally, the participants also appreciated that the articles appeared together in longer lists, which helped provide great coverage of the topic as a whole. P9 explained, “[INJECT] is a bit broader. It helps me better understand the topic...this a great tool for background information.” INJECT’s list-organization, while not immediately useful for brainstorming ideas, helped participants better learn about the topic as a whole.

Finally, for both systems, participants wanted more contextual information, beyond historical news articles. Many participants mentioned that their goal is to go from the source material to interviewing relevant people and organizations as fast as possible. P4 explained, “The best story ideas will come from people who are smarter than me on the topic.” He wanted both tools to go beyond providing angles and provide local organizations, leaders, and experts to interview. From these interviews, journalists can identify the most important questions to answer in a story. While INJECT extracted people and organizations for its related articles, often the extracted individuals were too famous to easily interview or not related or local enough to the press release. As well as individuals to interview, P6 who has a background in law, wanted excerpts of relevant laws brought into each tool. For the zoning press release, P6 wanted a list of each new update to the zoning policy in New York City. She specializes in month-long investigative stories, and incorporating this kind of context would greatly benefit that work. Thus, participants wanted more information pulled into these tools to (1) help them get to interviewing faster and (2) have a deeper understanding of the topic.

8 DISCUSSION

In the following section we discuss a few areas of future work, including enabling journalists to write their own LLM-prompts to customize angle exploration, helping journalists prioritize angles given their time constraints and the likelihood of an angle actually yielding a story, and applying LLMs to read between the lines of other source material, like case law and academic papers. Finally, we end by discussing the limitations of this work.

8.1 Customizing the LLM angle suggestions

Currently, AngleKindling includes a pre-defined set of angles: controversies, negative outcomes, and areas to investigate, but participants expressed interest in customizing AngleKindling to suggest angles that better aligned with their own and their editor’s interests. Our user study provides additional evidence for the need of personalization in computational tools for journalists [20]. P4 stated that he normally likes to write stories about “finance or the economy” and that being able to “push the angles in that direction” would be really useful. One way to help journalists personalize their angles could be to help them write their own LLM prompts. However, there are many challenges novices face when writing LLM prompts, including (1) phrasing the prompt so that it best fulfills the task, (2) providing a diverse set of training examples, and (3) spotting the prompt so that it does not ask for too much in one completion [28] [27]. A first step toward helping journalists customize the LLM-prompts could be having them write their own angles as they read press releases. For example, P4 could record financial-impact angles they thought of as they read, as well as highlight the portion of the press release that inspired each angle. These training samples could then be used as examples for a few-shot prompt, similar to the one shown in Figure 2, which could generate financial angles for new press releases. Past work has shown that with support, novices can write their own prompts to create simple AI-applications [60] [59], but has so far been only studied with UX designers and product managers. Future work can examine what specific challenges professional journalists face when writing their own prompts and how to best support them.

Helping journalists write their own prompts could also help them better understand how the system creates its angle suggestions. While using AngleKindling, P7 and P4 both explained that they might trust the suggestions more if they understood how they were generated. P4 was concerned that the angle suggestions might bias him toward certain types of stories and was worried that by spending time examining suggestions, he might be blinded to other angles he might have come up with on his own. Future work can address if letting journalists write their own prompts and familiarizing themselves with LLMs alleviates or exacerbates these anxieties. Perhaps by writing their own prompts, journalists feel they more thoroughly and naturally explore the space of angles, or alternatively, they might realize the LLM’s limitations and trust it less as a source for angles.

8.2 Prioritizing different angles based on journalistic constraints

In addition to helping journalists personalize angles that better match their own or their editor’s interests, AngleKindling can also
support journalists in prioritizing which of these angles to pursue, based on time-constraints or evidence. As explained in the user study findings, AngleKindling provides angles that lend themselves to different types of stories, including day-of, next-day, and months-later. Instead of organizing angles by their type, such as controversy or negative outcome, they could be organized by how much time and work they would take to fulfill. For journalists with just a day to produce a story, AngleKindling could prioritize angles that can be fulfilled quickly, like public reactions and summarization pieces, instead of more investigative stories that require a deep dive into past legislation or interviews with experts. Another potential avenue is to prioritize angles that are more likely to pique reader interest; this was a feature that P6, P10, and P11 explicitly mentioned would be really useful in a system like AngleKindling. Even with a custom LLM-prompt producing angles that are more aligned with their reader’s interests, AngleKindling could support highlighting the most interesting ones from this set. If AngleKindling was deployed in a newsroom, one interesting direction to take is to use click-through rates for articles to train a classifier that could identify which angles would lead to stories their readers might most be interested in. Thus, one rich area for future research is helping journalists sort the system’s generated angles to satisfy these important constraints.

As well as sorting angles by projected reader interest and required effort, another concern participants had was determining which angles would actually lead to interesting stories. While P7 thought the controversies presented interesting ideas, she said it would be difficult to choose which ones to conduct follow-up research for in practice. For the zoning press release, she pointed at the controversy: “The plan could lead to gentrification”, and asked, “Why are you feeding me that angle? Why would I go down that route? That would take a lot of time to verify that route”. While she thought that gentrification was a potential outcome of the new zoning policies, she had no conception of how likely this was the case or if there was any recent evidence that could support this angle. Meanwhile, the provided historical background was a 2015 news article, which provided evidence that past zoning plans did not include enough affordable housing. However, this information was too old and did not help her assess the new plan. Thus, another line of future work could involve understanding how to best gather initial evidence for angles, so that journalists can quickly see which are most viable. Past work has shown user generated content, such as comments and posts on social media, can be filtered to help journalists find sources and information for their stories [57]. A similar strategy can be used to help provide evidence, such as recent posts or users to interview from social media platforms, for angles. Overall, beyond helping journalists realize the many stories that can be written from a press release, future work can investigate how to help prioritize angles that already have evidence to support them.

8.3 The promising ability of LLMs to read between the lines and potential dangers

Our evaluation of AngleKindling provides initial evidence that LLMs can identify the hidden implications of a source text. These implications were sometimes completely unexpected and appreciated by professional journalists, like “There might be mitigating among the various agencies involved” and “The plan could lead to more traffic and congestion in New York City.” While we applied LLMs to read between the lines for press releases, they can be applied to many other domains where reporters may ground a story in a specific document, such as law and academia. Case law, for instance, would be an interesting source of documents to assess the capabilities of an LLM for unveiling implications. Each case consists of a lengthy reasoning portion that incorporates the relevant circumstances and facts as well as relevant prior law to explain the court’s decision. An LLM can be applied to dissect the court’s argument and generate implications on (1) how this reasoning might affect the outcomes of similar disputes and more broadly, (2) how this decision might affect our lives. In addition to case law, LLMs can also be applied to unearth the implications of findings in academic papers. LLMs are already being used to help those without a scientific background better understand papers [4] by summarizing findings. But this can be taken a step further to help the authors of these papers explore the ethical implications of their findings, implications for other fields of research, and implications for our daily lives. These are ripe domains for future work in understanding if and how LLMs can help us unearth the implicit connections within a source text.

While LLMs have great potential for reading between the lines and generating implications from text, there are a few implicit dangers in applying them in this way. LLMs are biased by their training data [34], and this bias could appear in the implications they generate. GPT-3, in particular, is trained on a huge amount of text from the Internet, and the news articles it has seen might affect the kind of angles it generates. With the proliferation of click-bait and fear-mongering articles on the Internet, LLMs could potentially skew their angles toward these less desirable directions. Currently, AngleKindling generates angles focused on controversy and negative outcomes, and while this made sense for positively biased press releases, this might lead fear-mongering when applied to other documents. One way to mitigate this issue is to include positive angles, which would identify unexpected or interesting ways people might benefit from the press release. Moreover, after long-term usage of AngleKindling, the system could provide metrics to help journalists self-reflect on the angles they gravitate toward. Perhaps if a journalist selects mostly negative or click-bait-like angles, the system could suggest alternative, positive angles, or at the very least, inform the journalist so that they are aware of their tendencies. In conclusion, another line of future work is to study how to ensure tools like AngleKindling support responsible journalism, by (1) providing angles that encourage deeper journalism as opposed to click-bait articles and (2) encouraging self-reflection.

8.4 Limitations and Future Work

While we carefully designed our study, it is not without limitations. First, our implementation of INJECT does not include all of its features, specifically the ability to search over a large corpus of news articles from a variety of different sources. While we did not include this feature, we do believe that our implementation was enough to compare the two broader strategies of both tools,
which for INJECT is providing relevant articles organized by their angle type. That being said, there is the possibility that being able to search over a larger corpus might have improved participants’ perceptions of INJECT. Though from the qualitative results we don’t think this is the case; participants preferred AngleKindling because it was more “proactive” and provided concrete ideas as opposed to only news articles.

The next set of limitations pertains to our participants. We recruited professional journalists across the United States but had them all come up with angles for press releases from the New York City Mayor’s office. This means that many participants lacked the additional context about New York, its prominent politicians, and its history when coming up with angles. However, this is not an unrealistic scenario, as many journalists are plunged into a new area’s politics and history when they move or have recently started their career. Future work can examine how useful tools like AngleKindling are for journalists reading press releases that are well within their beat and expertise. Finally, we also only included journalists from the United States, whereas journalists in other countries might have different opinions on what kind of angles they value and how they prefer to be supported when they come up with story ideas.

Next, there are a few ways we can improve AngleKindling’s implementation. First, we used GPT-3 to extract the press release’s main points, and while this worked well enough for proof of concept, we could likely improve this summary by utilizing a model with a greater input length, like a long-document summarization model [31]. Furthermore, to generate the controversies, we naively split the press release into sections consisting of the maximum number of paragraphs we could fit into GPT-3’s input length. However, a key detail of the press release might have been split apart by this naive sectioning, preventing GPT-3 from generating a compelling angle for that detail. In the future, we could include better semantic segmentation to ensure that each section captures a complete, semantic portion of the press release.

Including improving the segmentation of the press release, we could also experiment with different prompts to improve AngleKindling’s angles. We could experiment with zero-shot prompts with different phrasings, few-shot prompts with different example sets or more examples from the user study, and learned-prompts through prompt-tuning [32]. To determine the best performing prompt, we could acquire press releases across a variety of domains, including finance, education, entertainment, transportation, etc. and have external raters evaluate the generated angles of these prompts. By doing so, we could (1) improve AngleKindling’s angles by incorporating the best performing prompt and (2) have an understanding of how often these prompts can produce good angles and which domain they work best in.

Finally, LLMs are fundamentally limited by their training data. GPT-3 might not function equally well across beats of science, politics and local news. Perhaps LLMs can be fine-tuned or at least have their prompts tuned [32] to support different beats. Next, publicly available LLMs are often not up to date with the latest news. At the time we used it, GPT-3 only had world knowledge up to 2021, limiting its ability to generate angles on more recent events. LLMs also reflect the bias in their training data [34] and future work can elucidate if and how this bias bleeds into the story brainstorming process.

9 CONCLUSION

Informed by a three-month long co-design, we created AngleKindling, an interactive web tool which employs an LLM to help journalists come up with angles for a press release. We conducted a within-subjects study with 12 professional journalists, comparing AngleKindling to a very relevant and recent creativity support tool for journalists, INJECT. We found that AngleKindling was perceived to be significantly more helpful for coming up with ideas, with significantly less mental demand. This was primarily due to AngleKindling (1) helping journalists recognize angles they had not considered, (2) providing angles that were useful for multiple types of stories, (3) helping journalists quickly and deeply engage with the press release, and (4) providing contextualized historical context. Future work can explore how creating their own LLM-prompts might help journalists customize angle exploration and affect their trust of the system, how we might best help journalists recognize the most viable angles within their time-limit, and how LLMs can be used to read between the lines of other source material, like case law and academic papers.
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